DEVELOPER

DB Netz AG, Stuttgart

PROJECT

Construction of S60 between Böblingen and Renningen, PFA 3

- Reactivation of the “Renkbach railway” for passenger traffic
- Approx. 7 km long, 2-track upgrade of the existing 1-track section
- Cuttings widened with shotcrete stabilization, gabion walls
- Slopes stabilized with protective netting
- 11 sections with approx. 2.5 km long noise protection walls
- Expansions of existing railway bridges
- Construction of new stops and several crossings

OUR SERVICES

- In-construction consultancy for developer
- Exploration for unexploded ordnance
- Supplementary subsoil and existing contamination analyses
- Subsoil evaluation and foundation expert report
- Foundation works acceptance procedures
- Subsequent investigations